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Executive Summary
Landlords and owners in the multifamily housing industry are always looking for better ways to optimize revenue. The 
quality and amount of applicant traffic at a property varies greatly depending on the season and the economic 
conditions. Therefore, landlords need to establish reliable methods to rate the relative risk of applicants at any given 
time. By managing that risk, landlords are not only able to maintain occupancy, but can also increase resident quality. 

Rules-based applicant screening methods automate human judgment by assigning a value to positive and negative 
customer application data, credit and public record information. While rules-based tools are adequate at helping 
landlords identify the best of the best and the worst of the worst applicants, they do little else to reliably select the 
best of the rest. On the other hand, the statistical lease screening method assigns a ranking to each application. This 
tool gives landlords the ability to consistently and confidently identify the best possible renters from the applicant 
traffic regardless of seasonality or economic conditions. 

There’s More to Worry About Than Vacancies
The ever-changing state of the economy makes it challenging for leaders in the multifamily housing industry to 
consistently maintain occupancy and revenue goals. Even when vacancies decline as they have in the last few years, 
landlords and owners struggle to find ways to increase the quality of tenants. Better renters pay on time, treat the 
property with care, and stay for longer periods, all of which help management maximize net operating income.

In an effort to respond to the shifting marketplace and keep units filled, landlords regularly attempt to relax or tighten 
their application acceptance criteria. But landlords making adjustments to individual applicant criteria, like rent-to-
income ratios or prior collections, cannot confidently determine if these changes are helping them choose the best 
renters in the applicant pool at any given time. For many, it seems almost impossible to maximize occupancy while 
raising the overall quality of tenants using rules-based tools. 
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Judgment Calls Are Hard to Track
Today, many landlords in the United States employ either manual or automated rules-based methods to screen their 
apartment applicants. These screening methods attempt to rate the likelihood of successful residency, but ultimately 
rely on the judgment of whoever created the screening rules used inside the tool. Landlords use the information 
available to them, such as credit profiles, court records and income-to-rent ratios, to decide whether or not the 
applicant will be a good tenant. This type of screening, however, typically uses pass-fail criteria and usually does not 
weigh positive and negative attributes in a way that accurately predicts resident performance. 

With rules-based screening, the applicant’s background is screened for anything that could cause performance 
problems. Applications with bankruptcies, public records, or collections accounts are commonly trumped, or declined, 
based solely on the identification of a “silver bullet” trumping attribute. According to Federal Reserve Bank of New York 
2019 Q1 Household Debt and Credit Report, 10–15% of consumers have collection accounts in the past decade. Many 
potentially qualified applications are declined without utilizing a statistical based model that considering multi-
dimensional data elements.1 

Furthermore, if landlords are put in a position where acceptance criteria must be relaxed in order to maintain 
occupancy and revenue goals, they are forced to make conscious decisions to change the screening rules which are 
being used to screen applicants. This can cause many problems:

 � Go-Forward Uncertainty
Any change in acceptance criteria will impact the property’s accept, conditional and decline (A/C/D) ratios, as well the 
operational opportunity costs associated with too little or too much change. All of which affect property revenue and 
bad debt. 

 � Lack of Consistent Measure
By changing acceptance criteria, the ability to consistently measure and identify changes in the quality of applicant 
traffic disappears. An apples-to-apples comparison of applicants over time or by property becomes impossible.

 � Inability to Evaluate “Big Picture” Performance
If each property uses different rules to screen applicants, regional managers will find it difficult to evaluate or 
compare property performance across a portfolio. Poor information could lead to costly “big picture” decisions. 

1 https://www .newyorkfed .org/microeconomics/hhdc .html 

https://www.newyorkfed.org/microeconomics/hhdc.html 
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Decision Science Reduces Risk and Increases Performance
The Registry ScorePLUS® Model, the statistical lease screening method developed by CoreLogic®, offers, offers 
landlords a scientific, risk-based approach to applicant screening. This method has been used in the multifamily 
housing (MFH) marketplace for more than 16 years and is based on quantitative decision science techniques rather 
than judgment calls. Similar data-driven techniques have been applied in a wide variety of industries for over 
50 years to manage consumer (e.g. FICO®) and business credit risk as well as the prospective incidences of loan 
default and bad debt. 

In developing the statistical lease screening method, Rental Property Solutions sampled and analyzed millions of actual 
histories representing the aggregate renter population in the United States. The method assigns each applicant a lease 
performance risk score between 200 (high risk) and 800 (low risk). 

Figure 1 below demonstrates where the average distribution of renters falls within this lease performance risk scale 

Figure 1 . National Renter Quality Distribution
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The score assigned to an applicant is based on the body of evidence presented. This means that both positive and 
negative resident performance attributes are selected, weighted and assessed according to their statistical significance 
in explaining lease performance. Because all applicants are rank ordered along the 200 to 800 lease performance risk 
continuum, landlords can generally expect an applicant with a lease score of 395 to outperform an applicant with a 
lease score of 385. With this information, landlords can be confident selecting new renters regardless of the economic 
climate, even those who may be considered marginal, or gray-area, choices. 

Another benefit to the statistical lease screening method is that the screening algorithm is fixed and, other than routine 
algorithm maintenance by the CoreLogic professional analytics group, calculates consistent lease performance risk 
scores—a landlord cannot change the screening algorithm. This ensures that the quality of applicants can be measured 
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consistently over time and throughout an entire portfolio. 

Landlords can, however, change the acceptance decision points by choosing new upper bound (UB) and lower bound 
(LB) decision points. They have the choice of setting decision points to either accept the quantity of applicants needed 
to fill vacancies, or to consistently maintain a property’s applicant quality standards at a specified level. 

Figure 2 . Demonstrates How Risk Preferences Can Be Controlled by Adjusting Those Decision Points, Similar to Controlling the Temperature 
in a Room with a Thermostat .
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Distribution reports presenting the quality and quantity of property-specific applicant traffic can be generated and 
reviewed by appropriate personnel. Decision points can then be incrementally adjusted as many times as necessary 
against either the property’s expected or historical traffic quality distribution. This offers landlords and property 
manager’s greater flexibility to manage the top (revenue) and bottom (bad debt) line of financial performance. It also 
affords more control over operations for two reasons: 

1. There is a consistent measure of applicant quality.

2. Relative risk tolerance can be incrementally relaxed or tightened using the property’s decision points in order to 
yield the desired occupancy and resident quality.
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Conclusion
It is essential for landlords to take advantage of the best applicant screening tools available in order to effectively 
manage their operations through all types of economic conditions and seasonal variance. Rules-based methods are 
subjective, and can result in well-qualified applicants being overlooked because of silver bullet trumping attributes. 
Furthermore, with rules-based methods it is difficult to keep track of acceptance criteria changes over time and how 
those changes affect overall resident quality and net operating income. 

The Registry ScorePLUS Model statistical lease screening method is based on decision science, supervised machine 
learning models that are developed from historical resident lease performance data to specifically evaluate the 
potential risk of a resident’s future lease performance. It helps landlords efficiently choose the best residents for the 
available applicant pool by incrementally adjusting the risk of acceptance criteria via decision points at any given time 
as the apartment community’s environment changes. These changes can be constantly measured, providing a 
consistent yardstick of expected renter performance and a sound basis for making operational decisions the increase 
the bottom line.
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About CoreLogic Science & Analytics

The CoreLogic Science & Analytics organization is one of the preeminent Centers of Excellence (CoE) in the Housing 
and Insurance Industry. Its vision is to apply unique expertise to create cutting edge, actionable insights that power 
the global real-estate economy. With a focus on Science, Technology, Analytics and Research the CoE is your trusted 
advisor for collaboration, transformation and innovation to power the property ecosystem.

About CoreLogic

CoreLogic (NYSE: CLGX), the leading provider of property insights and solutions, promotes a healthy housing market 
and thriving communities. Through its enhanced property data solutions, services and technologies, CoreLogic 
enables real estate professionals, financial institutions, insurance carriers, government agencies and other housing 
market participants to help millions of people find, acquire and protect their homes. For more information, please 
visit www.corelogic.com.

Reach out to your CoreLogic Relationship Manager or Account Manager, call us at 800-811-3495 
or email us at rpsclientservices@corelogic .com to learn more .

http://www.corelogic.com/
http://www.corelogic.com/
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